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Introdu
uction
Investors tend to think of investing in stocks fo
or capital ap preciation. H
However, a ccloser look reeveals that
dividendss can play a more
m
importa
ant role than
n appreciatio
on. In a 2003
3 article (i.), R
Rob Arnott sshowed that
over a 20
00 year period, U.S. stock
ks provided an
a average an
nnual return of 7.9%, with nearly tw
wo-thirds of
2
that returrn coming fro
om dividends!
Dividendss are a good thing for invvestors, and can provide important signals. Rob A
Arnott and C
Cliff Asness
argued in
n a 2003 pap
per (ii.) that companies
c
te
end to pay ou
ut a higher p
proportion off their earnin
ngs when
they are confident
c
ab
bout the future, and these
e higher payo
out ratios alsso indicate th
hat they choose their
investments carefully.. However, high
h
dividend
d yields are n
not always beetter. Remember that dividend yield
is calculatted by dividin
ng dividendss by stock price. As a res ult, a compaany can have a high yield because it iss
reluctant to cut its divvidend, even as its busine
ess is in distreess and the sstock price iss falling. Com
mpanies thatt
are able to
t sustain the
eir dividends should be better
b
perform
mers. A 200
06 research study by Pankkaj Patel (iii.)
confirms this intuition
n that a stron
ng dividend policy
p
coupleed with high dividend susstainability leeads to the
strongestt returns. These findings are consistent with our aapproach to Defensive Eq
quity Incomee strategies,
with both
h income and
d dividend su
ustainability playing
p
key rroles.
If investors have some
etimes taken dividends fo
or granted, t hey certainlyy are not doin
ng so in todaay’s
environm
ment of low bond
b
yields. With yields on
o 10 year U
US Treasuries hovering aro
ound 2%, in
nvestors can
earn com
mparable yield
ds on an equ
uity portfolio indexed to tthe S&P 5003. However, while interest on
governme
ent bonds is backed by th
he full faith and
a credit off the United States, equitty investors n
need to ask
themselve
es if their divvidends are sustainable. We look at a few differeent segmentss of the stock market to
provide some perspecctive on this question.
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If no divid
dends were sp
pent, if no taxes were taken
n out, and if m
market returnss were earned without fees or expenses.
3
Source: Bloomberg.
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US Equities
Figure 1, shows trailing 12 month net income, dividend payments, and total capital returned to
shareholders (which includes dividends and share repurchases) for a diversified basket of large
capitalization, US stocks (the Russell 1000 index).
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Figure 1: US Large Cap Equities
January 2010 to September 2016
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Source: Thomson Reuters Fundamentals: Russell 1000 Index (Net Income, Dividends & Capital Returned).

In Figure 1, Net income, dividends and share repurchases increased several years after the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis. However, net income retreated over the last 18 months shown. While companies are still
earning enough to support their dividends, further dividend growth will probably be constrained and firms
will likely have to curtail their share repurchases unless we see a meaningful rebound in corporate earnings.
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Global Equities
Figure 2, shows a similar picture for a diversified basket of global stocks (the S&P Global LargeMidCap
Index).
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Figure 2: Global Equities
January 2010 to September 2016
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Source: Thomson Reuters Fundamentals: S&P Global LargeMidCap Index (Net Income, Dividends & Capital Returned).

This chart, when compared to figure 1, shows that stocks outside of the US are much less likely to
repurchase shares. Otherwise, the conclusion holds that dividend sustainability will be difficult without a
strong rebound in earnings.
We then ask if there are areas of particular concern to income-oriented investors. Figure 3 shows that
dividend sustainability for global Energy stocks is much less encouraging than for the market as a whole.
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Figure 3: Global Energy Stocks
January 2010 to September 2016
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Source: Thomson Reuters Fundamentals: Energy Stocks in S&P Global LargeMidCap Index (Net Income & Dividends).

Energy company earnings have dropped precipitously along with the plunge in oil prices, and the sector is
paying out more than it earned during the period, in aggregate. We believe Investors who are counting on
dividends from energy stocks may benefit from being highly selective. Not surprisingly, our Defensive
Equity Income portfolios tend to be underweight the Energy sector given this apparent problem with
dividend sustainability.
Figure 4, shows a much different picture for stocks in the Consumer Staples sector.
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Figure 4: Global Consumer Staples Stocks
January 2010 to September 2016
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Source: Thomson Reuters Fundamentals: Consumer Staples Stocks in S&P Global LargeMidCap Index (Net Income & Dividends).
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While earnings retreated in the Staples sector, the decline was much less severe than in other sectors.
Earnings exceeded dividends by a wide margin, with Staples companies paying out roughly half of income
as dividends, in aggregate. Any growth in earnings in this sector can support increased dividends, and we
are able to find many stocks with strong dividends and the potential for dividend growth.
Investors are right to focus on stock dividends, for their long term contribution to return and because they
are a strong alternative to fixed income in the current low interest rate environment. However, we believe
that dividend sustainability is key, and can point the way to higher and less volatile returns. This belief is
reflected in our approach to Defensive Equity Income investing.
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Important Information
This material was prepared without regard to the specific objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person who may
receive it. It is intended for informational purposes only and it is not intended that it be relied on to make any investment decision.
It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation and is not the basis for any contract to
purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for QS Investors to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a
consequence of any information contained herein. QS Investors does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or
completeness of information which is contained in this document. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded,
no member of QS Investors, or any officer, employee or associate accepts any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or
negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect,
consequential or otherwise suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.
This document is only for professional investors. No further distribution is allowed without prior written consent of QS Investors.
Past performance or any prediction or forecast is no guarantee of future results. The views expressed in this document constitute
our judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. No representation or warranty is made as to the efficacy of any
particular strategy or the actual returns that may be achieved.
In preparing this presentation, we have relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness
of all information available from public sources. We consider the information in this update to be accurate, but we do not
represent that it is complete or should be relied upon as the sole source of composite performance or suitability for investment.
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